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1What are we discussing with you today?

Background and design brief
Harrow Council wishes to regenerate Vaughan Road Car Park in West 
Harrow. They have commissioned a design team - led by Adam Khan 
Architects - to work in conversation with the local community to develop 
design proposals that offer:

• 32 well-designed homes for council and private rented sector (PRS)
• Generous private outdoor space (gardens or balconies) for all homes
• Secure bike parking for all homes
• Car parking for disabled residents
PLUS
• Ground floor spaces and connected outside space for community use, 

local start-up businesses or workshops

In addition, the design must:
• Be of high-quality architecture
• Present an inviting frontage to Vaughan Road
• Improve the area around the underpass and the stairs to the fly-over, 

making it safer and more pleasant for pedestrians and cyclists
• Explore possible improvements to the wider public realm, including the 

underpass, as an extension to the project
• Shelter Vaughan Road from the noisy fly-over and from denser central 

Harrow 
• Encourage a sense of community, and of integration of the new 

development within the wider community.

What happens next?
The timeline below shows key dates and events. We are now approaching the end of the design process and will apply for planning permission this 
Spring. The planning committee will assess the scheme’s qualities and impact and decide whether to grant or refuse permission. Later this Spring we will 
hold a workshop to look in detail at the design and use of ground floor  spaces and associated public realm.

Want to know more?
• Do leave your contact details so that we can write to 

you about next steps.
• Please DO complete a feedback form. This will 

ensure that we can keep learning from you, 
continuing to take your views into consideration as 
we refine designs.

• Questions about the project? Contact us at:
   regeneration@harrow.gov.uk 
• Or take a look at: www.vaughanroad.wordpress.com 

What are we showing today?
In July 2016 we discussed overall strategy for the site with you. In 
September we showed initial ideas for how a building might sit on the site 
and what it might look like. At our third and most recent event in December 
we showed how those concept designs had evolved. Today we are:

• Presenting our final design proposals, further developed in response to 
December’s feedback.

• Showing how we have responded to your questions and concerns, 
particularly around parking, both on the site and in the immediate area.

• Presenting the proposed character and materials of new buildings in more 
detail, showing how we are responding to the character of west Harrow’s 
architecture.

Who is designing the scheme?

Adam Khan Architects
The design team is led by Adam Khan 
Architects, with Adams & Sutherland designing 
the landscape and public realm.

We share an interest in designs inspired by 
the existing qualities and character of a site 
and its surroundings, and in creating places 
that really work for, and bring pleasure to, 
those who live in and around them.

Here are some examples of our previous work.

SpringFeb 18th
2017

Community workshop:
Ground floor uses

2017
Design drop-in 4:

Final design proposals
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2016

Spring
2017

Planning application
for new buildings

submitted

Sept 21st
2016

Community meeting:
Transport & 

Parking

Spring
2016

First letters and
meetings with 
stakeholders 

Sept 10th
2016

2016 2017

Design drop-in 2:
Character and further 

opportunities

Design drop-in 3:
Revised ‘ concept design’ 

proposals

July 28th
2016

Community workshop: 
Opportunities on

ground floor

July 16th
2016

Opening event 2:
Design drop-in

July 12th
2016

Opening event 1:
Public meeting 

Why does the Council want to redevelop this site?
Harrow Council faces the biggest financial squeeze ever suffered by local 
government - £83 million of government cuts - and the services it 
provides to residents are threatened. Like Councils UK-wide they are 
cutting back almost all services. In that economic climate, in order to 
continue to provide essential services, and to avoid bankruptcy, it is the 
Council’s duty to make the best financial use of all assets. That includes 
car parks. Redeveloping the car park will allow the Council to make 
money through renting out new homes, as well as providing much 
needed housing.

How do they intend to redevelop it?
Rather than sell to a developer, the Council is retaining ownership of the 
site, and of any new buildings, and taking forward development itself. This 
allows it to control the quality of architecture and construction, and to 
spend time discussing with the local community what kind of architecture, 
and what type of ground floor facility, is appropriate. Vaughan Road Car 
Park is one of a number of Council-owned sites across the borough 
being developed in this way through the Building a Better Harrow 
programme. This approach allows the Council to safeguard retention of 
long-term financial assets, and to keep bringing in income over time.

Adams & Sutherland 
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THE WEALDSTONE PROJECT

How the project sits within wider Harrow regeneration

Opportunity Areas are areas 
identified in the Mayor’s London 

Plan as having significant capacity 
for development – such as 

housing or commercial use - and 
existing or potentially improved 

public transport access.

The Council’s regeneration strategy 
includes thinking and projects for 
improvements to major public realm 
connections and junctions within the 
Opportunity Area, such as the route 
along Station Road connecting 
Harrow and Wealdstone, Headstone 
Drive in Wealdstone town centre etc.

Vaughan Road has been chosen as 
one of a number of Council owned 
sites forming part of Harrow 
Council’s Regeneration Programme 
– all shown in red on the map. The 
map also shows private developer 
projects currently underway, major 
public realm connections within the 
Opportunity Area and green spaces 
within the borough.

What is the Harrow Regeneration Programme?

FIND OUT MORE
The Building a Better Harrow website will keep you updated about what’s happening in the regeneration programme across the borough, including 

project news and events. The website will tell you about important changes and ways you can get involved in Building a Better Harrow. 
Visit www.buildingabetterharrow.co.uk and sign up to our newsletter to receive regular updates. 

Our regeneration strategy (2015-2016) outlines an 
existing set of projects that will change the landscapes 
of both Harrow and Wealdstone town centres and 
introduce thousands of new homes, schools, parks, 
transport improvements and public facilities such as 
health centres. Our ambitious blueprint for Building a 
Better Harrow will improve lives, provide jobs, enhance 
conditions for business and energise Harrow as a place.

The Heart of Harrow Action Plan & Opportunity Area 
include a £1.75bn investment programme in Harrow and 
Wealdstone town centres which will deliver:

5,500 new & affordable homes

2 new schools

3,000 new jobs

New parks & open spaces

A new central library

Enhanced leisure facilities

Improved transport links

A new Council headquarter with community uses

Gayton Road
Private sector development
Central Harrow

Haslam House
Council-led development
Kenton

Poet’s Corner
Council-led development
Harrow Wealdstone

The Wealdstone Project
Council-led development
Harrow Wealdstone
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Site constraints Design opportunities

Road noise - block if possible

Noisy railway - keep safe 
distance during construction; 
shelter new homes from this

Views from neighbours’ 
windows - respect these

Vehicle access to neighbouring 
home - must be retained.

Access to railway for 
maintenance - must be retained.

Limited vehicle access 
to Vaughan Rd  from 
Bessborough Rd - currently 
access to car park only

Sewer - limits extent of building
Continue line of existing front 
gardens; allows homes to 
overlook Vaughan Road, 
discouraging anti-social 
behaviour and making street 
safer

Widen stairs; make less steep

Open up no-man’s-land 
between fences and under stairs 
and widen path

Improve dark, dirty, unsafe 
underpass - widen it, re-design 
adjacent public realm, and 
introduce overlooking from 
nearby windows

Respond to different heights of 
fly-over, Vaughan Rd and 
underpass.

Hedge is very biodiverse: 
opportunity to improve and build 
on this

Move traffic island for an easier, 
safer crossing into Vaughan 
Road, and to gain more street 
parking within the CPZ

Move traffic island for an easier, 
safer crossing into Vaughan 
Road, and to gain more street 
parking within the same CPZ

Exploit south-facing aspects of 
site to bring daylight and 
sunlight to front balconies and 
landscaping

1896

Key features that interest us: 
Ornate details, expressive roof-
scapes, expressive window 
openings, mainly unpainted brick.
Diverse architecture grown over 
many centuries.

Key features that interest us:  
Expressive roof-scapes, proportions, 
expressed window openings, larger 
and more confident buildings. This 
is when most buildings in Harrow 
were built.

Key features that interest us:  
Different attitudes towards how a 
building should fit into its 
surroundings - useful to evaluate in 
conversation with local people.

Key features that interest us: 
Arched entrances, expressive 
roof-scapes, brick details, 
proportions, expressed window 
openings. This is when most 
buildings directly around our site 
were built.

1896 - 1912 1912 - 1938 1928 - 1961 
- Today

• The historic core of local settlement is 
Harrow-on-the-Hill. It has been inhabited 
since Celtic times.

• With the arrival of the railway in the 1880s 
and early 1900s, commuter settlements 
were built around the new stations.

• Most buildings around our site were built 
between 1900 and 1912. They have a very 
distinct and similar character.

• Most housing in Harrow was built between 
the wars, around the 1920s.

Historic facts
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Concern: Impact on parking
• Loss of car parking space: there is already pressure on local streets. Residents cannot always 

park, while visitors, local congregations, and delivery vehicles rely on the car park. 
• Increased pressure on ability to park: even if the development is ‘car-free’, won’t new residents 

have cars, and try to fit these into existing streets? 
• At end 2016, while you noted that we had worked to mitigate these issues, concern remained 

that proposed measures would not be enough. Parking is already problematic, and any loss of 
parking space WILL have negative impacts.

Response
• We have done everything we can to re-provide as much parking space as possible on and 

around the site, but have not been able to find ways to add further spaces since the proposal 
shown in December. See Boards 11 for details.

• The Council held a community meeting about parking in September 2016 to identify actions 
and has since carried out further local surveys, as requested, is looking to include a car club 
space in the scheme in response to local interest  - and is supporting local residents in 
petitioning for an extended Vaughan Rd CPZ. See Board 11 for further details.

Concern: Height and mass of buildings
In December, concerns remained - despite our attempts to shape the building in ways that 
minimise its visual impact on the low-rise neighbourhood to the west -  that the scale of the 
building was out of proportion.

Response
• A certain number of flats are required to make the scheme viable. Our challenge is how to 

accommodate these in the way that works best for the site and the neighbourhood.
• We have persevered with the strategy of: (i) concentrating height to the rear NW corner, 

connecting visually to taller buildings in the town centre, and creating a buffer against road and 
rail noise, (ii) keeping lower elements next to the street and (iii) pulling the building line back 
from the pavement as possible to minimise its impact for those looking east or up to Harrow-
on-the-Hill. See Board 9 for more detail.

• Developments since December: we still need to accommodate the same number of flats, but 
have continued to sculpt the building in response to concerns, giving more variation to the 
roofline, and adding curved facades, to minimise its impact. See Boards  6 & 7 for more detail

Concern: Safety and security.
Drug-dealing, drinking, loitering and anti-social behaviour occur around the site and 
underpass. Will any new ‘public’ space, courtyards or ground floor uses, however well-
intentioned, make these matters worse? 

Response
Developments since December: We now have detailed proposals for landscaping, and for the 
relationship to the underpass, and have consulted with the local Secure By Design police officer 
to develop these. See Board 10 for our current approach, including measures to ‘design out’ 
undesirable behaviour. Details of lighting remain to be developed, but these will be worked up 
with the dual aim of creating a pleasant atmosphere and minimsing light pollution while providing 
a feeling of security and deterring undesirable behaviour.

Concern: Architectural character
Shown concept designs in December, many people were concerned that the building did 
not fit in well with the local area’s architecture, and that it looked too ‘blocky’, without the 
attractive detail or pitched rooflines of older housing in Vaughan Rd.

Response
• We have continued to work on the building’s detail, honing its shape to be more varied, and 

selecting high quality materials. See Board 7 for details of our approach to character.
• We explored the idea of a pitched roof, but have not added one for reasons including, (i) 

minimising height and visual impact while still accommodating the necessary number of homes 
(see Height and mass of buildings above), (ii) accommodating biodiverse sedum/’green’ roofs 
that also absorb rainfall and reduce pressure on existing local drainage systems, (iii) allowing 
for roof terraces, giving good amenity space. Our overall approach to character, including 
roofline, is presented in more detail on Board 7.

Praise for December’s concept designs 
Approach to development, including provision of affordable housing: in particular the 
Council’s decision to retain and develop the site themselves, in order to create much needed 
new homes.

The proposed improvements to the underpass area: The idea of connecting it more/opening 
it up to the site and making the approach to and from central Harrow cleaner and safer.

Making use of an underused, unattractive site: As per the previous point. It was pointed out 
that the car park is not particularly attractive or well-used and that it will be good to see it 
used to provide housing and community space.

Provision of community/arts/ start-up space: a potential asset to local people.

Design of homes: there was praise in particular for the design of windows and balconies/
terraces, seen as offering good natural light and outside space to residents.

In addition, in contrast to the concerns raised (left), some people praised the approach to 
managing height, the initial approach to character (in particular the use of brick), and the 
quality of the architecture in general. 

Other issues that are important to you
• Area is very ‘green’, with street trees and beautifully planted gardens. With the loss of the 

planted buffer between car park and underpass, you would like to see attractive, interesting 
green space and planting around the development that brings benefits to both humans and 
other species. Response: See Board 10 for landscape approach. We have intensified the 
hedge on the site’s north edge site, and although we are removing one existing tree, are 
planting ten new ones.

• Public transport connections: could these be improved? Could a bus stop be located closer 
to the Vaughan Rd/ Bessborough Road junction. Response: The Council discussed this with 
Transport for London (TfL) on site, but TfL were adamant that moving the bus stop any 
closer would cause safety issues for bus pasangers, pedestrians and other road users.

• Environmental sustainability/biodiversity: can the scheme promote this as much as possible? 
Response: Yes! The scheme has an energy efficient Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 
system, photovoltaic/solar cells on south-facing parts of the building and sedum/’green’ 
roofs to support biodiversity.

• Pressure on local infrastructure: Concern has been expressed re. the numbers of flats being 
built locally and pressure on schools, GPs etc. Is there a strategy in place to manage this? 
Response: Regeneration strategy takes these factors into account and will not only be 
delivering new housing, but also additional schools, workspace and services to local residents. 
See Board 2

Main points of feedback from the Concept Design consultation in December 2016

How have we involved and listened to local people?
• We have drawn up proposals in close conversation with local people, in response to Harrow 

Council’s aim to develop a scheme that is specific to, and sits well within, the local area 
architecturally and that gives something back to the community through useful ground floor 
space and improvements to immediate public space and to the underpass.

• We have held a series of meetings and workshops, all additional to the legally-required 
consultation that will occur once we submit a planning application. That is the point at which it 
will be decided by the planning committee whether the development goes ahead.

• Today is the last one of these meetings before the planning application, although there will be a 
final workshop looking at the detailed design of ground floor spaces later this Spring.

• Community opinion is one factor influencing proposals. Others are, (i) planning policy - the 
rules for what can happen on the site (ii) the design brief (Board 1) and (iii) financial viability. We 
are committed to an accountable process: to explaining how design decisions are taken, and to 
providing feedback on how community opinion has influenced the design, as well as on where 
this has not been possible, and why.s

For more information on what we have learned from working with the local community 
please see the reports on www.vaughanroad.wordpress.com, or ask us for a copy if you do not 

have internet access: regeneration@harrow.gov.uk

Since starting work this Spring, we have done the following to help us shape initial concept designs:

12 July 2016
Public meeting to 
introduce project, meet 
local people, answer 
questions, and document 
hopes and concerns to 
inform the design process.

21 Sept 2016
Transport and parking 
public meeting to address 
questions raised by 
residents and discuss 
ways forward 
(See Board 11)

01 Dec 2016
Drop-in design 
consultation to look at 
evolved concept designs, 
with particular focos on 
architectural character.

10 Sept 2016
Drop-in design 
consultation to discuss 
initial concept designs

28 July 2016
Workshop to help develop 
a Community Vision and 
Priorities for the ground 
floor spaces. 
(See Board 12)

16 July 2016
Drop-in design 
consultation to introduce 
project and learn from 
local people. Discussed 
initial ideas for design 
approach to overall site.

May 2016:
Review of the Council’s 
initial findings (Nov 2015) 
after asking residents close 
to the site about 
development in principle, 
and about ideas for the 
ground floor. 

June 2016:
Initial ‘learning from’ 
conversations with local 
groups and networks to 
understand how people 
use the car park, and their 
concerns, hopes and ideas. 
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Sketch design - 16th July

Outline design - 10th September 

Developed design - today

This drawing dates from before the consultation. It aimed to start conversation between client, 
project team and residents about how this scheme might be developed successfully. 

ground floor

ground floor

ground floor

typical floor layout

typical floor layout

typical floor layout

Key changes in response to feedback:
• Disabled parking spaces moved onto the site to reduce parking stress on Vaughan Road
• Additional landscaping along Vaughan Road -  (i) compensates for replacing landscaping on 

site with parking and (ii) responds to local residents’ request for additional landscaping

Key changes in response to feedback:
• Additional 3 on site parking spaces provided in response to concerns from local residents
• Larger workspace/community area with more frontage on Vaughan Road in response to 

desire for an open and welcoming ground floor
• Landscaping further intensified

Key facts:
• Ground floor plan creates 3 courtyards each with its own distinct character
• Courtyard faces underpass offering opportunities to improve the underpass’ look and feel 

and the connection to and from the town centre
• Main entrance to the residental lobby and ground floor workspaces faces the underpass.
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Qualities we have worked to give the 
proposed new building:

• The building is set towards the site’s 
edges and has three courtyards, each 
with a distinct character. 

• Its character aims to be that of a big 
house, with architectural parallels to 
other similar buildings in West Harrow. 

• The details of façades (windows, 
brickwork etc) are designed to evoke 
aspects of the neighbourhood’s existing 
buildings, while at the same time looking 
clearly contemporary.

• Red brick has been chosen in order to 
help accentuate the difference in light 
conditions on the faceted façades, 
enlivening the courtyards.

• Materials and colour have been selected 
to provide a calm backdrop, with trees, 
hedges and planting appearing bright 
and luminous against it.

• Inset balconies give facades a feeling of 
depth and offer further opportunities for 
planting by residents.

• Generous windows and glazed inset 
balconies allow light deep into all homes.

Artists impressions
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Expressive roofline Brick colour Detail of windows Arches
Many of Harrow’s older, larger buildings have 
interesting, varied rooflines. Our proposal 
combines building elements of different heights. 
Some have angled facades and one has a 
curved facade onto Bessborough Road. Each 
has its own parapet specific to its position, giving 
the proposed building a similar expressive 
roofline.

Many of the buildings on Vaughan Road, Butler 
Avenue and Bessborough Road are of similar 
colours and materials. Most are built of red brick, 
but the way in which the bricks are laid varies. 
We opted for a red brick with some variation to 
create a building which is similar in material and 
tone to its surroundings.

Windows in the local area are predominantly 
taller than they are wide, have light-coloured 
frames and sit on a thick sill. We propose using a 
light coloured anodised aluminium window, set 
back into the facade of the building, on a 
polished concrete sill. 

We enjoy the arched entrances along Vaughan 
Road and propose using arched windows and 
entrances for the workspace/community space 
and entrance to the residential lobby. The wall of 
the ground floor is built of glazed red bricks, 
giving that level a more public character.

Local precedents which inform the character

Coloured polished concrete

Red characterful brick

Light coloured windows

Glazed red brick
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Typical floor plan

Ground floor plan, 1:200

View down Vaughan Road towards the site

View down Bessborough Road towards the site

View of central courtyard and widened stairs

Elevation studies

3 disabled car 
parking bays

3 car parking bays 

landscaped area

no north facing 
balconies along 
railway - these would 
not be pleasant 
spaces and are 
discouraged by 
Network Rail for 
safety reasons

all living rooms 
have windows on 2 
sides allowing cross 
ventilation

deep and robust 
exterior wall with 
good insulation 
reducing energy use

robust and good 
sound insulating 
walls between 
apartments

inset balconies 
creating ‘exterior 
rooms’ as private 
outdoor space

living rooms have 
large windows 
overlooking streets 
and public space, 
helping discorage 
anti-social behaviour

community/
workshop space 
entered from central 
courtyard

staircase to 
pedestrian bridge 
widened and with 
more gentle slope 

improved lighting to 
underpass and better 
surfacing to improve 
appearance and 
safety

mature tree in central 
courtyard

community/
workspace accessed 
from courtyard and 
from Vaughan Road

improved pedestrian 
and cyclist route

opportunities for 
further landscaping

vehicle access to 
neighbouring garden 
maintained

clump of trees close 
to pavement edge

vehicle access 

additional on street 
parking within 
existing CPZ with 
possibility for car club 
cars

natural light in lobby 
= more pleasant 
spaces and reduced 
energy use

What are we proposing?
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How high is the building and why? How high is that compared to its surroundings?

How much impact would it have on protected views?

To hel meet Harrow’s housing targets, and for the scheme to be viable, we are accommodating 32 
apartments. The building is 5 storeys at the front and 7 storeys at the back by the railway.

The proposed building height mediates between higher, denser Harrow town centre and residential 
West Harrow. The part of the building on the corner of Bessborough Road and Vaughan Road is 
similar in height to buildings opposite on Bessborough Road. The 7 storey element at the back 
mediates between lower West Harrow, the 10 storey Morrisons opposite and 6-8 storey buildings in 
the town centre.

As part of our height studies, we explored the impact on the three local protected views: Harrow Recreation Ground, Old 
Redding and the Proposed Country Farm at Wood Park. Having consulted with the planners, we feel confident that the current 
proposed massing will have no negative impact on these views.
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1. What is a PRS development?
PRS stands for Private Rented Sector and refers to housing projects where all 
homes are built for rent, not sale.

2. Which type of people are most likely to rent a PRS property?
The most common group of people to rent a PRS flat are young professionals 
– often key workers – between the age of 25 and 35. While saving up to buy a 
property, they are looking for a comfortable, affordable place to stay for a secure 
length of tenure. However, PRS is also attractive to older people downsizing after 
children move out or to flat-sharing students.  Responding to demand, most PRS 
properties on the market are 1 and 2 bedroom flats. 

3. How many of the new tenants will own a car?
Data on car ownership from PRS providers confirms that uptake of parking spaces 
in PRS is much lower than in developments of flats built for sale. This is in line with 
our analysis of the latest Census data on car ownership in West Harrow: While 
75% of all households in the ward own a car, only about 40% of those living in 
smaller rented flats (up to 3 bedrooms) have a vehicle.

4. What makes PRS unique compared to housing built for sale?
As most people living in PRS developments do not own cars, PRS schemes are 
mostly in locations with walkable local transport connections. PRS providers 
offer secure tenancies for several years and often include concierge facilities, 
shared workspace or communal roof terraces that help tenants get to know their 
neighbours. Generally, PRS providers are interested in happy tenants – those who 
feel part of a community tend to stay! 

As PRS investors seek income over long periods of time, the life-cycle of building 
materials is much more important to them than in built for sale developments. 
Finishes need to be high quality, robust and durable. PRS developments also place 
emphasis on good ongoing maintenance of communal services and spaces to 
keep tenants content. 

What kind of homes will it be? Current tenure and unit mix

We have designed the building and 
apartments to be ‘tenure blind’: all 
building elements and finishes of 
apartments are of the same 
standard, whatever the tenure.

The apartments are a combination 
of PRS and affordable rent. The 
exact split between the two will 
depend on ongoing viability 
assessments.

The PRS part will be mainly 1 and 2 
bed apartments. The affordable part 
will offer some larger apartments, 
suitable for families, as well as 
wheelchair accessible flats.

ca. 17 m 
= 5 storeys

ca. 24 m 
= 7 storeys

Vaughan
Road

The
Site

ca. 10 m
= 2 storeys

ca. 32 m
= 10 storeys

West Harrow -> Harrow Town Centre

Fly-Over

Morrisons

Reference image of London apartment with inset balcony
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10Public realm and landscape

Key

1. New public realm. Shared surface formed of asphalt with 

stone topping rolled in
2. Courtyard paved with brick pavers to complement the 

brickwork

3. London Plane tree with a steel and timber bench
4. Gate/screen serving as entrance to the scheme

5. Concrete bench

6. New concrete stair
7. New wall to undercroft, tiled on the external face

8. At grade cycle path with concrete edging and inlaid stainless 

steel sign

9. Raised concrete planter with trees forming a screen to the 
junction

10. Raised concrete planter with single tree

11. Concrete steps
12. Inlaid stainless steel sign marking the start of the existing 

cycle path

13. Planters at grade with new multi-stemmed birch trees inset
14. Resin bound carpark

15. Scented climbing plants to boundary

16. Native planting to railway boundary
17. Access path

18. Existing tree

19. Existing cycle and footpath to railway bridge

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

17
16

18

19

Qualities we want to achieve:

• A generous route between Vaughan 
Road and the underpass with a ‘shared 
surface’ for bicycles and pedestrians.

• Existing stair rebuilt and extended to 
become part of the urban landscape.

• New street lighting, predominately 
attached to the new building, to 
transform the space in darkness.

• Trees planted where possible to add 
character to the streetscape and to 
offer a delicate screen to the first floor 
street facing apartments.

• Entrance and car-parking yard surfaced 
with coloured asphalt or similar, unifying 
the space but differentiating it from the 
street.

• Scented climbing plants planted at the 
back of this yard alongside the railway. 
These will grow to form a hedge or 
thicket of native species along the 
building’s rear boundary.

Birch trees

Brick pavers

Plane tree

Inlaid sign marking

Tulip tree

Improved lighting

birch trees

tulip tree plane tree

birch trees enlarged hedge

Landscaping
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• Councillors supported residents with a CPZ petition as this was raised at 
the transport and parking meeting in September. The residents’ petition to 
undertake a CPZ review was recently presented to the Councils yearly TARSAP 
board meeting prioritising the Council’s  Transport related projects for the 
next financial year. The boards’ decision will be announced shortly. 

• We explored with Transport for London whether it would be possible to provide 
additional bus stops on Bessborough Road closer to Vaughan Road. Due to 
the nature of the street and the amount of traffic this is unfortunately not 
possible.

• The cost per parking place in an underground parking garage is approximately 
£100,000 for each parking space which makes the scheme unviable.

• Further testing has shown that by removing the apartments on the ground 
floor that an additional 3 car parking spaces can be provided.

• Parking surveys were undertaken on several days w/c 3rd October. Surveys 
were taken at 09:15, 12:15 and 19:15 on Wednesday- a neutral weekday 
with no services at the Harrow Spiritualist Church (opposite the site) or the 
Synagogue on Bessborough Road. Surveys were also taken at the time of 
services on Friday 19:15, Saturday at 09:45, Sunday at 12:15 and 19:45. The 
results of the surveys show that parking is well utilised in the area with an 
average of 75% stress in the survey area across the surveyed days. It also 
appears that Vaughan Road Car park is not used by a large number of people 
attending Church services at the weekend as the parking is significantly lower 
during the day than on a weekday, and similar in the evening. With the removal 
of Vaughan Road car park it is possible that the parking will be displaced to 
Vaughan Road. The survey results show there is sufficient capacity on the 
surrounding streets to cope with this. The survey was undertaken after the 
closure of Gayton Road car park.

Parking, transport and access

Explorations

Outcome of our explorations
• CPZ V in Vaughan Road applies Monday-

Saturday 10-11am and 2-3pm

• The nearby Town Centre zone applies Monday-
Saturday 8.30am to 6.30pm

• Double yellow lines and no loading at any time in 
Bessborough Road

• Research also shows that while 75% of all 
households in West Harrow own a car, only 40% 
of those living in rented flats have a vehicle

• Both ends of Vaughan Road have a CPZ, the 

middle doesn’t

• A parking survey of Vaughan Road Car Park, 
commissioned by Harrow Council in 2015, 
showed an occupancy rate of approx. 30% 
during the week and of 15% during weekends

• Due to the proximity of the site to Harrow-on-
the-Hill station, the site has a very high PTAL 
rating of 6a (PTAL = Public Transport Access 
Level) (PTAL ratings are from 0 to 6b).

•  In this PTAL the London Plan prescribes a car 
free scheme

Adam Khan Architects
45 Vyner Street
London E2 9DQ

020 7403 9897
www.adamkhan.co.uk
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3 disabled spaces on street

3 disabled spaces on site

Basement parking

Facts about parking in Harrow

Parking proposal

CPZs in and around Vaughan Road

• Maximum green spaces around the building
• On street disabled parking not policy compliant

• Off-Street Disabled parking is policy compliant
• Reduced landscaping in back garden

• Back garden could contain green again
• London Plan prescribes car free scheme
• Underground parking too expensive

additional on street parking

option for car club car safer junction

additional residents parking on site disabled parking
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12A community-led brief for the ground floor

Central to this project is the aim to use the ground floor, unsuitable for flats, to benefit the local community. Through surveys, drop-ins and a 
Community Workshop in July 2016 we explored pros and cons of different options, and drafted a Vision and set of Priorities based on what you told us. 

B. What would local people like to see on the ground floor?

The following uses are seen as both desirable and potentially viable, either on their own or in 
combination with each other. The ground floor has been designed to allow for their possible 
accommodation and they are informing the Council’s search for possible tenants: 

• Community arts space/centre: The only real space of this kind is Harrow Arts Centre, which is 
“not even in Harrow”. West Harrow has many creative people and a real hunger to engage with 
creative practice, but this is not visible, partly because of lack of space. Creative activity would 
animate the space, and make good use of street windows for display. A Community Arts Trust 
could be set up, working with existing local groups, to manage it. It could be combined with 
workspace for local creatives or craftspeople - supporting ongoing income and management.

• Workspaces for local creatives: there may well be local desire and need for these, and there 
is a lack currently of this kind of resource. It could also help build a sense of community on the 
site. How easy would it be to find consistent occupiers however?

• Multi-purpose community meeting space: there is a shortage of this locally, with people 
unable to find space to host activities such as yoga, and with existing spaces over-subscribed. 
This could also help meet needs for activity for specific groups, such as youth or the elderly. 
Management might be a challenge though, and requires creative thinking. Might an existing 
local facility be able to play a role, for example?

The following uses, although desirable, might prove harder to accommodate, for reasons noted 
by participants in the July workshop : 

• Small independent shops/coffee shop: Very desired, but how much footfall would there be in 
this location? Would any trader want to take on that challenge?

• Workshops for local craftspeople: There may well be desire and need for this kind of resource 
and, once again, it could help build a sense of community on the site. But how easy would it 
be to find consistent occupiers? And might activity be noisy or cause other disturbance?

Top Community Priorities 
“Whatever happens or moves into the ground floor, it needs to…”
1. Be realistic about the possibility of misuse and anti-social behaviour: think about how 

people will actually use the site and nearby spaces, and use them now, and design with that 
in mind.

2. Be attractive and in keeping with the local area: it needs to feel specific to west Harrow, in 
terms of both architecture and community.

3. Be sustainable, with realistic expectations about future use, and ongoing management and 
maintenance.

4. Take into account parking issues locally: not cause more problems for parking and access.
5. Use existing expertise/resource e.g. Harrow Arts Centre, Usurp Gallery, local artists, 

musicians.
6. Be as useful as possible to the local community in terms of facilities for different activities: 

dance, performance, serving food etc. (While understanding someone needs to look after 
these.

7. Encourage local creative enterprise (e.g. arts, music, theatre).

Participants have also asked us to consider how to (i) make the space  ‘green’ -  promoting 
environmental diversity and energy-saving, (ii) minimise sound and light pollution, and (iii) 
manage potential issues such as waste-management, litter and pest control well.

Next steps?
• Data gathered by the Council’s Economic Development team shows increased demand for 

office space due to recent conversion of many offices to housing. It might therefore work 
well to offer one unit to a local business, with the other functioning as a multi-use space 
flexibly accommodating rented desk/work space alongside community and cultural uses. 
Whoever rents the workspace might take responsibility for managing suse of the space 
by others, helping address current lack of revenue funding to run traditional community 
spaces. We are continuing to research and talk to possible tenants. If you are aware of a 
possible partner or tenant, please contactus at regeneration@harrow.gov.uk

• We will hold a second community workshop in Spring 2017 to look at detailed design of 
ground floor spaces and the immediate landscaping. Information will be emailed to all 
contacts once details are confirmed. 

Proposals have been designed to flexibly accommodate different possible uses identified as:

(a) desirable by the local community (see Section B below)
(b) commercially viable in the eyes of possible tenants
(c) economically sustainable: Due to funding cuts, Councils can no longer easily fund and run 
big community centres.  We need to think pragmatically about what is possible. Uses do not 
need to generate income for the Council, but must at least be self-sufficient and cost-neutral.

1. Retail of significant scale or activity
There is lack of space for a loading bay or delivery area. The site is also far from established 
retail zones, with provision only likely to serve immediate local needs, and not act as a 
destination. But there are already established newsagents and convenience stores locally.

2. Professionally managed start-up workspace
There is not enough floor area to attract professional providers of managed space, such as 
Regus or Enterprise For London. But this does not stop the Council or a partner creating and 
managing work or studioto incubate new businesses or support existing local ones. See Section 
B below

3. Restaurant or takeaway serving meals 
It is not possible to incorporate the necessary pipes and cables to accommodate the scale of 
kitchen vent that any outlet cooking significant amounts of hot food would require. A café or 
similar serving hot and cold drinks and light meals could be accommodated, but the owner 
would need to feel that the location was viable.

4. GP surgery/ health centre / day care centre for those with disabilities or special needs
Likely to require more substantial car parking than the site permits in order to cater for unwell 
patients with mobility issues.

Courtyard is shared with 
residents: Respectful 
spill-out possible.

160 m2

1,722 ft2

112 m2

1,205 ft2

Possible location 
for windows:

Possible location 
for entrances:

A. Current ground floor design strategy

 

For more information on the conversations that have led to the conclusions on this page
please see the reports on www.vaughanroad.wordpress.com,

 in particular those from the 28 July workshop and the 10 Sept drop-in. 

What kind of activity would not work?
Research shows that the following would be unlikely to succeed on the site and/or that those 
who specialize in or run such uses would be unlikely to see the site as suitable:


